Eurotech

Eurotech is a global company that designs,
creates and delivers full Internet of Things
solutions, including services, software and
hardware to leading systems integrators
and enterprises large and small. With Eurotech solutions in place, clients have access
to the latest open source and standardized software stacks, flexible and rugged
Multi-service gateways and sophisticated sensors to bring actionable data
from the field into business operations.
Learn more about Eurotech at www.eurotech.com.

ON-BOARD SMART DATA LOGGING FOR
THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY
The benefits of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies in terms
of cost reduction and improvement of operational efficiency
have brought companies operating in the transportation industry - from automotive to public transport and railway - to
adopt smart sensors and meters to track and monitor their
assets. A Smart Data Logging system implies on-board intelligent devices to collect and process field data connected
with a cloud infrastructure integrated with the enterprise IT
applications.
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The evolution of data logging
Technological innovations have brought the transportation industry (rail and wheel) to adopt smarter ways
to collect and manage data collected by field devices to monitor their assets and vehicles. Imagine that
you have to manage a fleet of hundreds or thousands
of locomotives - each one equipped with hundreds of
“smart” sensors and actuators: you have access to
a massive amount of time-based and telemetry data
measuring different parameters (like position, locomotive status, speed, brakes, etc.). To effectively manage your fleet, your goal would be to provide valuable
reports from data and information collected by the
sensors installed on the locomotives.
To provide those reports, you would rely on real-time
data coming from different devices and platforms such
as PLCs, HMIs, SCADA, RTUs and other embedded
computers that usually log the data on their storage
units. This is data logging, and its purpose is to have
a storage of “big data” to act upon for enhancing process performance, making reports of process insights
and adjusting processes according to business goals.

IoT for Smart Data Logging
The Internet of Things had a huge impact on data logging, as devices are now able to communicate with
one another and create a network infrastructure to
store and even process collected data autonomously
– this is Smart Data Logging. The spreading of cloud
technologies has increased operational efficiency
thanks to the possibility to access and analyze larger and larger amounts of data in a much easier and
cost-effective way.
Even maintenance costs have been reduced: technicians and engineers do not need to be physically onsite to monitor the sensors and smart meters and they
can set alerts when something goes wrong. Moreover,
Smart Data Logging enables predictive maintenance,
allowing the creation of predictable patterns or common behaviors and act upon them to prevent malfunctions.

Integrating Edge and Cloud Computing
Despite its benefits on operations and infrastructure
costs, cloud computing has its limits that can be overcome by integrating an intelligent OT infrastructure at
the edge.
•

Latency 						
First of all, Cloud Computing implies latency: delays due to centralized data processing have been
reduced, but still occur. Especially in harsh embedded environments, where there are difficult temperature, vibration and shock conditions affecting
operations reliability, there is a higher risk of critical events that need an immediate response.

•

Connectivity					
Connectivity issues may occur in railway and
transportation applications: Internet connection
is not always guaranteed when travelling across
rural or remote areas. Therefore, operators may
experience interruptions in the dataflows between
devices deployed on board and the cloud.

•

Network infrastructure maintenance		
As the number of field sensors and devices increases, there is an increasingly larger amount of
data to be transferred across the network. Bandwidth costs related to the maintenance of such a
network infrastructure could be very high.

The limits of Cloud Computing can be easily overcome
by integrating a cloud infrastructure for data analytics
with an intelligent on-board edge infrastructure that is
able to autonomously manage dataflows.

Enabling on-board Smart Data
Logging with Everyware IoT
By combining its IoT and embedded hardware expertise, Eurotech enables Smart Data Logging on-board
vehicles and locomotives for Intelligent Transportation
and railway applications. Under the brand name of Everyware IoT, the company provides the on-board IoT
infrastructure and the off-board tools to provide edge
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analytics, edge-to-cloud dataflows and integration with
IT applications.

On-board hardware
The company specializes in the development and
manufacturing of industry-certified, rugged embedded
hardware designed to endure the harshest environmental conditions: extended operating temperature range,
rugged enclosures and connectors and soldered-down
components ensure maximum reliability for embedded
railway and Rolling-stock applications.
Eurotech provides Edge Computers and Multi-service
IoT Edge Gateways that are customizable according
to the application’s needs. A typical field communication protocol used in railway applications is the Multifunction Vehicle Bus (MVB): Eurotech BoltGATE 20-25
MVB Edition is a Multi-service IoT Edge Gateway that
provides safe, non-invasive signal sampling and MVB
data logging, communication and management in the
TX temperature class (EN50155).

On-board framework
The emergence of an IoT service gateway model,
running modern software stacks and operating on
the edge of an IoT deployment as an aggregator and
controller, has opened up the possibility of leveraging enterprise-level technologies in IoT gateways. This
evolution accelerated the IoT gateway application development and enabled remote management, thus reducing time to market and operational costs.
Eurotech Multi-service IoT Edge Gateways are enriched
by Everyware Software Framework (ESF), an IoT Edge
Framework that provides middleware functionalities including secure data communication between field devices and the cloud and field protocol libraries for MVB
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The BoltGATE 20-25 MVB Edition
The BoltGATE 20-25 MVB Edition is based on the Intel®
Atom™ E3845 processor integrates 4GB of RAM, 8GB
of eMMC and expandable storage options. Its edge
computing and storage capabilities enable reliable and
safe data logging close to the sensors and other data
sources to avoid latency and connection issues.
The gateway interfaces with the train bus through two
MVB ports on DB9 connectors: MVB options include
EMD and ESD+ interfaces, both available in Read/
Transmit or Read Only configurations.

ESF provides a web-based development environment
- ESF Wires - that is based on modular dataflows
graphs to model applications through configurable
components (e.g. field assets, custom counters and
alerts): ESF Wires allows the creation of data pipelines
by wiring components to express the application logic.
Every node in the dataflow graph represents either the
field objects attached to an IoT service gateway or a
computational capability to act upon the data from the
field object. A developer can make use of ESF Wires to
visually or programmatically connect block instances
together, in order to define a dataflow graph that will
consume data, process them, and eventually publish
them to the cloud.
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Open. Integrated. Managed.
The ESF Wires function allows the creation of dataflow
graphs to express the IoT application’s logic
ESF provides full support for the MVB interface: a dedicated 32-bit MVB controller supporting all process
data offloads the CPU and ensures accurate programmable sampling from 1024 down to 16 milliseconds
for each individual port.

IT Application Integration

IoT Integration Platform

IoT Communication Protocols

Off-board Integration Platform
ESF also provides cloud connectivity management
towards Everyware Cloud (EC), Eurotech IoT Integration Platform. EC enables secure data management
through MQTT connectivity. It also provides OTA device
access, configuration and management for remote
provisioning and monitoring of field deployments.

IoT Edge Framework

Multi-service IoT Edge Gateways

OT / Field Protocols and Interfaces

EC also enables the integration with IT applications
and ground servers for further data analytics and storage. Operators and managers can remotely access
to all the field-deployed devices, configure them and
manage alerts to avoid malfunctions and reduce maintenance costs, and to benefit from the collected data
to increase operational efficiency and enhance fleet
management.
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